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Executive Summary
Waggle is a noncustodial marketplace protocol - We are strong believers in the
multichain future. The Waggle platform facilitates the trustless exchange of locked
tokens from the reserves of project teams through a community raise.
Waggle curates a public-facing market interface and generates protocol revenue on
locked tokens trading activities. We are implementing our multi chain protocol on
BSC, ERC20 and Solana before our IDO.
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Introduction
Waggle believes in providing opportunity for all investors to have an exposure to
primary investments to generate supernormal returns for their portfolio. Most of the
significant gains (in terms of multiples) in each cryptocurrency market cycle are made
in early funding rounds and presales. Increasingly, these offerings are being enjoyed by
more and more classes of investors, but retail investors often do not have access to
these opportunities.

Also, we work with project teams directly with strong marketing efforts - generating
report on use of funds as well as due diligence. We provide monthly project specific
reports. We want to empower both project and the community with a community raise
using the treasury tokens from projects.

At Waggle, we have put together a marketplace protocol to bridge the inefficiency in the
market for the trading of locked tokens which allows buyers and sellers to go through a
multi-chain & truthlessly DCX transactions.

Party

Stake holders

Value

Seller

VC/Advisors/Project Team

Empower their community with primary investments with
a community raise as well as providing liquidity for
projects for future developments

Buyer

Retail Investors

Buy locked allocations for long-term positions at
discounted rates, a strong alternative to staking with a
lock-up period.
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Waggle Utility Overview
Token Staking
While staking entitles users to the tiered participations, we
will also further incentivise the users with yield. Holders
will get airdrop in terms of the fees received from Waggle.

Tiered Participation
Our token HOLDERS are able to stake $WAG and receive a
portion of the platform fees on top of the community pool.
Users can choose between stake amount or lock-up
duration to increase their yield.
The stakes also put them in tiers of participation in
Waggle's token sales which determine their allocation and
fee brackets

Governance

(Coming soon)

Waggle takes huge pride in our due diligence process and
for our community. We want them to be the last one to
decide which project should be selected and launched on
our platform. In our governance system, we’ll allow the
community to vote for the projects they want to be
launched on our platform with a set of due diligence
processes transparent to them.
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What criteria are we looking for?
For project teams to sell their locked tokens and raise funds on Waggle, they will
undergo a strict due diligence and KYC process to ensure their trustworthiness and
credibility. Waggle will then list their project on Waggle Market where you can purchase
their tokens on a first-come-first-serve basis. Below are 9 important factors that are
required for a project.

Team
Relevant experience and
background of project team

Market Making

Technical
Breakthrough

Quality of market makers
engaged by the team

Novelty and feasibility of
the project

Community

Investors & Advisors

Engagement level on project’s
social media platforms

Quality of investors and
advisors behind the project

Token Utility

Project Roadmap

Utility value of the tokens

Feasibility of technical roadmap
and assessment of project’s vision

Tokenomics

Integrity of the tokenomic
structure to capture and retain
token value

Partnerships
Quality of strategic partnerships
attained by the team
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Tokenomics

30
%
COMMUNITY

Token Staking

20
%
RESERVE

5%
ADVISOR

10%
FUNDRAISING (SEED)
1%
PUBLIC SALE

15%
TEAM
9%
MARKETING & LISTING
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In Conclusion
Waggle is coming to the market since we want to solve the most current problems between
buyers and sellers in the primary market, of allowing retails to access to large VC-backed
projects, and of solving iliquidate vesting projects in the early stage.
As more interesting projects are being built on different chains, Waggle will be bringing these
opportunities to our community to participate in top projects in the space. Our Waggle community will be able to participate in exclusive deals to purchase tokens which are subjected to vesting
schedules at a discount to their existing market price.

THANK YOU
https://t.me/waggle_network

https://twitter.com/wagglenetwork

https://t.me/wagglenetwork

https://medium.com/@wagglenetwork

